A mathematical model of canine granulocytopoiesis.
The granulocyte cell renewal system of the dog is represented by a mathematical model consisting of the following compartments: The pool of pluripotential stem cells, the committed stem cell pool, divided into a blood and a bone marrow compartment, the proliferation pool, the maturation pool, the reserve pool and the blood pool of functional granulocytes. This chain of compartments is described by a system of non-linear differential equations. Cell losses anyplace in the system provoke increased production in all pools containing cells capable to divide. A reduced number of granulocytes in the blood pool stimulates production of a "granulocyte releasing factor" which mobilizes a rising number of cells to transit from the marrow reserve into the blood pool. The model was simulated on a digital computer. It was found to be capable to reproduce the steady state conditions and it also fits the data of two distinct experimental perturbations of the system both equally well. These perturbations are a loss of proliferating cells as it occurs after the administration of cytostatic drugs and losses of functional cells as they are induced by leukapheresis experiments of differing leukapheresis rates.